Autonomic and neuroendocrine actions of adrenomedullin in the brain: mechanisms for homeostasis.
In addition to its role as a potent vasodilator, adrenomedullin (ADM) affects an animal's physiological status through its effects in the brain. We have shown that circulating ADM activates neurons, including nitric oxide (NO)-producing neurons, in autonomic centers of the brain such as the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN). Systemic ADM gains access to the brain through the area postrema (AP), a brainstem circumventricular organ, and the PVN is a major target of these ADM-sensitive AP neurons. Neurons expressing the preproADM (ppADM) gene are distributed throughout the brain, with high levels in autonomic centers. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS, immune stress), restraint (psychological stress), and 24 h dehydration all down-regulate ppADM gene expression in different subsets of autonomic centers. Receptor-activity-modifying protein (RAMP) 2 and RAMP3, ADM receptor subunits, are expressed in autonomic centers including the PVN and supraoptic nucleus. Intracerebroventricular injections of ADM increase arterial pressure, heart rate, tyrosine hydroxylase mRNA levels in the locus coeruleus, plasma levels of ACTH, and NO production in the hypothalamus. ADM excites putative GABAergic and cholinergic neurons in dissociated cells from a basal forebrain integrative center, the diagonal band of Broca. These results demonstrate that the signalling components necessary for ADM to influence physiological systems are present in the brain and that ADM is an important transmitter of brain autonomic pathways which are involved in regulating homeostatic balance.